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Since the system of market mechanism has been established, all sorts of 
Small and Medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) of all systems of ownership have 
been developed rapidly in our country. SME have settled a good base for the 
continuous and healthy national economy, and also society stability. Now, we 
shall make a better market environment for SMEs and improve SMEs’ 
management ability and competition ability so that SMEs can develop more 
healthy and rapidly. It has been the focal point of the government and social 
circles. Payment relates to the employees’ profit in enterprises, and payment 
management is one of the important management works. So the scientific and 
reasonable payment management work can promote most of employees’ 
working initiative, it can raise the rate of the enterprise’s whole operation. So 
the problem of researching SMEs’ payment management is of far-reaching 
practical significance. 
In the past few years, many internal and external scholars who went in for 
payment management research, brought forth new ideas constantly and 
advanced a great number of practical payment management means. But few of 
them did the payment management research on the internal SMEs in keeping 
with our national conditions. Although some scholars analyzed present 
situations of internal SMEs’ payment management, and put forward something 
not good enough in the SMEs’ payment management, few of them put forward 
the appropriate systematic countermeasures. 
In this paper, I analyzed present situations of internal SMEs’ payment 
management and put forward some problems. I advanced some 
countermeasures and suggestions after I drew lessons from external payment 














this paper I put forward a distribution management model of economic 
payment based on the things that the administrative alignment of payment 
management of internal SMEs are not clear, and that internal justice and 
consistency are not good enough, so enterprises can make the administrative 
alignment get more reasonable pay. 
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